This chapter merges media studies with art history or visual studies, as it combines an attentiveness to aesthetics and the materiality of images with an interest in their medium and mediation. It thereby seeks to bridge the alleged gulf between the hermeneutic traditions of art history and the focus on medium and techniques of media studies in general and of media archaeology in particular. As
or wood engraving, lithography, steel print, and photography. 1 During the following decades there was in turn an immense production of illustrated books, often labeled "albums," which typically collected portraits, views or reproductions of artworks.
2 The latter, the reproductions of artworks, had a two-part audience at the time. First, they were tools for practicing artists and in art education, where the work of copying old masters was a core feature in the curriculum.
3 Second, they were aimed at the general public, primarily the bourgeoisie, who sought to educate themselves in the visual art. This chapter considers an example of the latter, the Swedish publication Lithographic Album: Portfolio for the Parlour Table ( Lithographic Album comprises twenty-one pages, which includes twelve images and some explanatory text. The images are reproductions of photographs, oil paintings, and sculptures. In total it holds reproductions of three photographs, five oil paintings, three sculptures, and an image of unknown medium. The original images and artworks were contemporary and depicted living celebrities of the period, paintings made by Swedish and Danish artists between 1854 and 1872, and statues which had recently been produced and stood in Stockholm at the time. Although the title of the publication indicates that it contains lithographs, it may also include wood engravings. In fact, the term "lithography" was extensively used in the nineteenth century and did not always refer to the stone-based printing method, but rather to printed images in general. However lithography was highly popular in the period as is could resemble pen, wash, or crayon drawing as well as engravings. Thus eight of the images are adjoined by explanatory text, which follows immediately after the table of contents. The shortest are only one paragraph of six lines, while the most extensive is a just over two full pages long. This is in turn followed by twelve spreads displaying one lithographic print each. In this chapter, I seek to discuss how the combination of texts and images convey how the images should be interpreted and perceived. Moreover the texts display contrasting understandings of different artistic mediums and their ability to advance certain contents or messages. In the following, I will pay particular attention to the wordings and concepts used to describe how the artworks convey meaning and how they are to be perceived literally and figuratively. It is evident that some images' techniques required extensive explanation while they were superfluous is some cases and even detrimental in others.
Art, Image, and Media Studies
The present chapter ties into recent developments of images studies, which recognize that "the physical properties of images are as important as their social function."
6 As such, it is informed by media studies on the one hand, and art history, Bildwissenschaft, and visual studies on the other. It thereby seeks to bridge the alleged gulf between the hermeneutic traditions of art history and the focus on medium/techniques of media studies in general and of media archaeology in particular. It thus combines what Wolfgang Ernst has argued are two incompatible methods: the technological considerations from media archaeology with attentiveness to visual details and aesthetics common to art historical analysis.
7 The latter includes a consideration of form, colour, image technique, perspective, and content of the images. Accordingly, the following case study includes close formal and content analyses of particu-lar pictures common to art historical studies with a simultaneous consideration of the materiality of the medium and the system in which this mediating apparatuses appear and function, which are common to media studies. By using the word media system, I seek to acknowledge that artefacts like the Lithographic Album act as components in a historically situated system of distribution and circulation of different media, which also then per default have intermedial relations, thus both within itself and in relation to other media. The term media system refers to the networking character of media and acknowledges the relations between the whole media system and its constituted parts. Consequently, this perspective directs the attention to intermedial relations in which technical, social, economic aspects, and I would add aesthetic aspects, are taken into consideration. The overall aim is to disclose the general implications of acknowledging images as mediated and the further implications of these mediations. Moreover, this combination of media history and art history uncover the entangled history of mass media and art in modernity. As pointed out by Hans Belting, there is a need for a dialogue between art history and media studies because of the "coexistence of art and non-art images even in historical times."
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As the following analysis will uncover, a media perspective on the art field and an artefact like the Lithographic Album has a number of implications. First, a media perspective acknowledges the multi-modality of this object, being a combination of different media, texts, and lithographic images, which in turn remediate other image media. Thus there are intermedial relations within the album itself and yet also between the album and that which it seeks to represent.
10 Second, the Lithographic Album is a medium in the sense that it is a conveyer for interpersonal information. It has a sender and audience, and in this analysis I will also study how this composite medium addresses its audience.
The present case study is also informed by the notions of mediatization. It is an example of what Jürgen Wilke has defined as the "dissemination of art by secondary media," that is mediation and dissemination of art via mass media.
11 Indeed printed books like the album in focus in this chapter could be understood as pre-modern mass media, which assumed the same functions as did later film and television as a conveyer of art to the large public. However, I do not only consider this print media as a neutral conveyor for different cultural contents, but rather this case displays that print media has played a decisive role in the construction of art and the understanding of different artistic mediums, not only through writings on art but in addition also in the way art has been reproduced via printed media. This includes an attentiveness to form, colour, perspective, and content.
Typically writings on the mediatization in society consider the contemporary early twenty-first century, sometimes the period of high modernity but seldom earlier historical periods.
12 It is indeed true that the processes of mediatization are progressive. Yet I argue that media has not only left its mark on the everyday life in high modernity and contemporary times but also in earlier historical periods. If by media convergence we mean "flow of content across multiple media platforms," this has been going on well before the contemporary age of digital dissemination.
13 This is particularly 10 Hans Lund, Intermedialitet: Ord, bild och ton i samspel (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2002 true within the art field where the practices of making replicas, pastiches, and paraphrases has a long tradition. An important starting point for this chapter is thus to acknowledge images as embedded, networked, and mediated. While this is a default stance in scholarly work on imagery of journalism and media, it is not always highlighted in studies on visual art. However, visual art is, and has historically always been, mediated and entangled in media systems, be it the illustrated handbooks of art history, lithographic and photographic reproductions of artworks, or the gallery or museum itself. 14 Simultaneously the majority of media-historical studies focuses on text and not images, and accordingly, the present study stands out in its focus on images.
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Photographs
The first three images in the Lithographic Album are portraits of the King of Sweden Oscar II (1829-1907), his brother Prince August (1831-1873), and Georg von Rosen (1843 Rosen ( -1923 . The latter is presented as Earl in the table of contents and as a history painter below the image itself. Von Rosen was at the time a member of the Art Academy in Stockholm and was later appointed professor at the Royal Academy of Arts. These three portraits are made from photographic originals, although this is not stated anywhere in the album. The King's portrait was made by the photographers Eurenius & Quist while Prince August's and Rosen's were made by the photographer Gösta Florman.
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This could not only be deduced from the treatment of light and 14 For examples of such studies, despite they are not presented as "media studies," shadows in the images themselves, but also in how they are combined with text in the printed album.
17 None of the portraits have any adjoining separate descriptive text, and in none of the cases is the photographer's name written out. The lack of explanatory text might indicate that the portrayed people were already wellknown to the intended audience, and no further information or explanations were necessary. However, this lack of textual information may also indicate how the medium of photography was perceived at the time. While there is no lengthier explanatory text, the images themselves are adjoined by the name of the sitters. The latter's, that is von Rosen's portrait, is adjoined by his name in printed letters. The portraits of the Royals are on the contrary adjoined by their signatures, which consist of their surnames (Figures 2 and 3 ).
To combine reproductions of photographs with the portrayed person's signature was a very common practice in contemporary press and illustrated books in the second half of the nineteenth century. This did obviously enhance the indexicality of the image. Adding one's signature on photographic portraits was also common practice in the period. Obviously this made the "having been there" effect of the photographic image stronger. Just as the light that had touched the body of the portrayed person had touched the photographic plate and print, the hands of the portrayed person had touched the photographic print while signing the picture. Subsequently, when lithographic reproductions of photographic portraits of contemporary celebrities were published in the illustrated press and albums of portraits, they were often adjoined by the sitters' autograph and not their name in printed letters. Indeed this was a visual strategy for enhancing the photographicality of the xylographic or lithographic prints. Yet the lack of textual information on the medium or technique of the original images and the omission of the producers', that is, the photographers', names may also indicate an understanding of photography as transparent in another sense. These invisibilities emphasize the view that photographs were mechanically produced images without aesthetic considerations and not influenced by the producers', that is, the photographers', personal styles.
Paintings
The album contains five lithographic reproductions of oil paintings, all of which were produced by Swedish or Danish artists around the mid-nineteenth century. Four of these depict historical or contemporary motifs with edifying content, while one is an image of a rural landscape from the south of Sweden.
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Two of the reproduced paintings depict wounded soldiers and in the adjoining text the viewer is encouraged to compare these two images. The full name of the artists and the titles of the paintings are not spelled out in the adjoining text, only the initials and family names of the artists. This might suggest that both artists and these particular paintings were well-known to the intended audience. Hence the reproductions of the artworks that they might already be familiar with through textual sources provided an opportunity to the large public to see the artworks with their own eyes, albeit through a lithographic reproduction. The first painting is presented as Hjalmar the Brave (Hjalmar den Hugfulle) in the table of contents and as Hjalmar's Farewell printed below the lithographic reproduction in the album ( Figure 5 ). This was a large-format oil painting by the Swedish artist Mårten Eskil Winge (1825-1896) produced in 1866 (Figure 4) 20 The painting depicts the ancient Nordic saga where the Viking Hjalmar is dying after a battle. It is the dramatic end of the battle, the death moment of the hero, that is depicted.
In the album, Winge's painting was compared to the painting A Wounded Danish Soldier (En såret dansk kriger) by the Polish-Danish artist Anna Maria Elisabeth Lisinska JerichauBaumann (1819-1881) from 1865 (Figures 6 and 7) . At the time of publication it was in the possession of the National Gallery of Denmark.
21 This painting is said to depict a wounded soldier from the nineteenth century. In contrast to the first, the second painting is clearly displaying human fragility and the physical pains of war.
The adjoining text invites the readers to compare the two images. Despite that they depict very different types of soldiers, they are said to portray the pains of war and the love of the nation. Their differences are, according to the text, not so much a question of different artistic styles. Rather they depict very different attitudes and characters of the Ancient Nordic times and the contemporary period.
22 Accordingly, the soldiers are said to have the same courage and will to fight for the nation, yet in "physical strength" today's men are "inferior," a conclusion that obviously ties into the contemporary vivid debate about the degeneration of the population in the Western, industrialized world. Indeed, these lithographic reproductions of oil paintings induce comparisons. 22 The original text reads: "lätt iaktaga hvilka olika typer af krigare, som icke mycket artisten, som icke mer de olika århundradena, framställa för oss." make the artworks more similar, as they not only transform the images from colour to monochrome, but also make artworks of very different sizes equally large. Thus lithographic reproduction enhances a focus on content before execution, individual artistic style, or periodical style and material features. A third painting depicts a female convalescent. The picture is not attributed to any artist in the explanatory text or under the image itself. However, the name "Ferd. Fagerlin" and "1867" can be discerned faintly in the lithographic reproduction itself. It appears that this is a painting by the Swedish painter Ferdinand Fagerlin (1825-1907), which was also part of the former King Carl XV's donation to Nationalmuseum in 1872.
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Also in this case, the lithographic reproduction is adjoined by a morally edifying text, which points out that "not before we are ill we learn to appreciate the value of health." The picture, however, displays the important turning point "when the strength and hope returns and the convalescent praises God." According to the explanatory text, it is this "solemn moment" that the "artist has so truthfully depicted."
24 Thus, just as in Winge's painting, it is the peripeteia, the decisive turning point of the story, or the decisive moment using a photographically charged term, which is being depicted.
Taken together, the texts accompanying the reproduction of these paintings have all a more or less clear moral and edifying function, and they evidently tie into contemporary political and ideological discourses such as nationalism, Christian religiosity, and humility and gratitude for good health and life. The text also focuses on facial expressions, which is typical for the time. Phrenology and physiognomy were well-established sciences in the nineteenth century, and the practice of looking at faces to deduce character, abilities, and intention was common practice in science as well as in popular culture in the 1870s. 25 The interest in or focus on the decisive moments in the depicted oil paintings may also be described as a photographically charged interest typical of the time. For a contemporary viewer, this is particularly conspicuous in the adjoining texts describing images that are not visually of decisive moments, at least not as this visual theme or content has been formulated within the photographic discourse since the twentieth century.
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While not spoken, there is an underlying assumption that the oil paintings, reproduced through print, are transparent in the sense that they are not influenced by the artist's personal style or periodical style. On the contrary, these paintings are described as literal windows to the world, both into historical and contemporary periods. Thus there is a strong impetus to perceive the paintings as photographic images in the sense "from life," without any distortions. They are described as authentic or true and as the interpretations made in the text are "easy to observe." The interpretations focus on the emotions of the depicted humans, and as these are clearly displayed visually to its readers, they should in turn experience or ponder the same feelings. 27 There is an obvious drive to make the paintings "alive," which connects the medium of the illustrated printed album with other contemporary animating techniques like the tableaux vivant, wax cabinets, and museums, which at the time also reproduced popular oil paintings.
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The scarcity of information on the artists-in some cases not even their names are spelled out-also emphasizes this will or assumption of transparency.
Statues
Finally the album includes three lithographic depictions of statues. The first is G. Alfred Nyström's (1844-1897) statue of the Swedish public poet Carl Michael Bellman (Figure 8 Besides presenting Bellman's life and work in eighteenth-century Stockholm, the explanatory text largely dwells on the prehistory and installation of the statue at Djurgården in outskirts of the capital. Not only are the readers informed that the statue was unveiled on August 16, 1872, they also learn that the artist is a pupil of professor Molin and that the pedestal is made with "much taste and care" by the stonecutter Lemon after a design by architect Åbom. 29 In this paragraph as in the others on paintings and sculptures, the majority of the artists are presented only with their family name, which might indicate that they were well-known to the audience.
While the presentation of the Bellman statue rendered a full page of explanatory text, the second statue depicted is briefly described in one paragraph. It is said to be a Neapolitan fisher boy (Neapolitansk fiskargosse) made by Carl Gustaf Qvarnström (1810-1867). According to the text, the statue portrays the young man when he contentedly has finished his fishing and "with his eyes to the sky, through a cheerful song, expresses the vivacious feelings of his heart." 30 The statue in question was produced in marble in 1852 and was bought and hence part of the collection at the Nationalmuseum since 1860. Parian versions of the statue were in production between 1868 and 1925 at the porcelain factory Gustavsberg AB in Sweden. Thus this particular statue appears to have been widely circulated and highly appreciated by the large public in decades to come.
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The third statue depicted in lithographic print in the album is only presented as "Molin's fountain" in the table of contents (Figure 9 ). There is no text beside the lithographic print, and the short explanatory text in the beginning of the album does not give any contextual information on the artist and the artwork. This appears to be the masterpiece of the album as it also adorns the 29 This refers to the architect Johan Fredrik Åbom (1817-1900), artist Johan Peter Molin (1814-1873), and stonecutter F. A. Lemon in Stockholm. 30 The original text reads: "med blicken emot höjden, utrycker han i en munter sång, sitt hjertas lefnadsfriska känslor." 31 Both the original and an example of the mass-produced parian versions are today part of the collection at Nationalmuseum. NMSk 397. Marble, height 103 cm; NMGu 24063. Parian, 49.5 × 34.5 × 26.5 cm.
cover. Depicted is, however, the fountain initially created by Johan Peter Molin (1814-1873) for the Stockholm exhibition in 1866. The white plaster fountain was the centrepiece at the exhibition and was reproduced in several photographic images from the exhibition area. 32 It later became such a success that national fundraising was initiated to make a bronze version of the statue, which eventually was placed in the public garden Kungsträdgården in central Stockholm. The statue depicts characters from Nordic mythology, such as the water nymph Näcken, the sea giant Ägir, and his wife Ran and their daughters, Kolga, Hrönn, Himingläva, Unn, Duva, Blodughadda, Bylgja, Båra, and Hefring. The statue 32 Johannes Jaeger's photograph of the inaguration of the exhibition, where the fontain is in the centre is alleged to be the first press photograph produced in Sweden. Rolf Söderberg and Pär Rittsel, Den svenska fotografins historia: 1840 -1940 (Stockholm: Bonnier Fakta, 1983 , 85. was veiled on September 25, 1873, most possibly just before the publication of the Lithographic Album.
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The text adjoining this reproduction differs from all others in the album. It does not acknowledge the content of the artwork at all, and thus it functions as a relay and not an anchor in relation to the image, using the concepts of Roland Barthes. 34 Instead, the text argues that some artworks may not be explained in words. The text reads:
There are artworks whose poetical content can hardly be reproduced, artworks in which the brush and the chisel express thought, which the eye more easily may apprehend than the pencil may illustrate. And among these phenomena, Molin's fountain is one which has to be seen to be perceived. A description of it would never be able to reproduce the right and original idea of this masterpiece. We limit ourselves therefore to exhibit this plate of the fountain, but eagerly invite every admirer of our melancholy stories about Ägir and his daughters, every lover of the in seaweed-covered "Näckens polka," to with their own eyes behold these romantic fairytale creatures rendered in bronze with poetic warmth.
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On the one hand, the lack of text beneath the image and the lack of descriptive text about the artist downplays the fact that this is a two-dimensional reproduction via print. Simultaneously, the text extrapolates that no reproduction could do justice to the original artwork. It has to be viewed in real life. This is for some reason not written out in connection to the other reproductions, while one could argue that this holds true for any reproductions of artworks independent of their medium. For one, all colours in the oil paintings have disappeared in the transformation to lithographic prints, as have their magnificent size. Indeed, it could also be argued that a two-dimensional image never could represent a three-dimensional statue. Consequently, this would hold not only for the Molin's statues, but also for the statues of Bellman and the fisher boy depicted in the album.
Transparency, Media Specificity, and Print Culture
At the time of publication the Lithographic Album certainly had news value. If nothing else, the cover of the album displays a topical news event-the fountain by Johan Peter Molin had been unveiled the same year, shortly after the artist's death. The other paintings and statues reproduced in the album could likewise be considered as news. Four of the oil paintings and one of the sculptures had recently been acquired by Nationalmuseum and were hence incorporated in the Swedish art historical heritage. In addition, the paintings where inscribed, through the suggested interpretations in the adjoining texts, in contemporary political and ideological debates and thus transformed into relevant societal and political issues. Thus the texts raised the value of the artworks beyond their artistic or aesthetic value and hence the album can be said to mix art, news, and political and ideological issues of the day. There are two understandings of transparency with regard to art and visual expressions in the album. For one, the interpretations and suggestions on how the images should be understood in the adjoining text do not acknowledge that the images are reproductions. First, the reproductive technique of lithography and its inherent media-specific features are not spelled out. Second, the two-dimensional representations are rather treated as they are real events and individuals. The anachronism is particularly poignant in the case of Winge's painting, which is taken as evidence that men endured pain and hardship much better in the Viking Age than in the nineteenth century. It appears as the oil paintings are apprehended as transparent containers of content. The fact that they are painted by a certain individual, in a certain period and geographical place, and that these paintings in turn have been reproduced through the technique of lithography is not spelled out and acknowledged. This focus on the story and downplay of the artist's work or style can be described as an expression of a photographic paradigm. Put differently, it displays a kind of photo graphic belief in the images. This, in turn, also implies that these artworks do not need to be viewed in reality and that their media-specific features do not have to be accounted for. Their main purpose is, on the contrary, to convey a visual message, mainly of inducing the right feelings and beliefs in the audience.
Secondly, the adjoining text of Molin's fountain displays another notion of transparency. In this case, the text urges the readers to see the fountain with their own eyes. Underlying this emphasis lies an idea of aesthetic experience, which cannot be reached through reproductions. The artwork has to be seen in real life, without any intermediaries, or its value cannot be perceived. Accordingly, this kind of artwork is not presented as a conveyer for a certain ideological, political topic or issue, but should be perceived as a media-specific aesthetic object. Yet this sculpture is a very time-typical expression of national romanticism with its characters from Nordic folklore. However, this single artwork in the album portends the notion of media specificity that has permeated the discourse on the perception of art in the twentieth century. Although not spelled out, this urge to see the artwork in place and not through a reproduction can be linked to its threedimensional form.
In general, the medium of the original as well as the implications for transforming and representing it in two-dimensional prints is not spelled out in the Lithographic Album. The reader is informed that one original is an oil painting while the other twodimensional images are only labelled "picture" (tavla, stycke). In the case of the photographs, nothing is mentioned on their original technique. The sculptures are, however, presented as sculptures and their material, such as stone and copper, are hinted at in the texts. In the case of Molin's fountain, there was, however, a veritable incentive of studying the sculpture in real life. While the sculptures on Bellman and the fisher boy had a clear "front" and "back," the Molin's fountain had vital ornaments and details all around. To see the fountain, one had to move in a circle around it, which other publications on this statue remedied by including images from four different viewpoints.
36 Such re-mediations, that is, representations of one medium through another medium, emphasize the spatially determined media specificity of the medium of sculpture. 37 Despite the fact that the concept of media specificity 36 Molins fontän i fotografi af Johannes Jaeger (Stockholm, 1866) . See also Magnus Bremmer, Konsten att tämja en bild: Fotografiet och läsarens uppmärksamhet i 1800-talets Sverige (Lund: Mediehistoriskt arkiv, 2015) , 87-139. 37 The term "remediation," suggested by media scholars David Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin, implies that every medium is defined as "that which remediates […] which appropriates the techniques, forms, and social significance of other media." Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin, is primarily related to later periods, the high modernist art theory and critique of the mid-twentieth century, the interest and sensitivity to the particularity of different artistic mediums emerged much earlier, in art theoretical writings and, as this example evidently displays, in popular discourse on art. 38 All but one of the adjoining texts in the Lithographic Album present the images as conveyer of a certain issue. Moreover, the texts emphasize that these insights could indeed be "seen" in the images. Thus this publication displays a belief typical of the time that the eye could be trained and edified and thereby used as an important tool for increasing one's knowledge. This held for contemporary scientists as well as for the public at large. In 1861, the Swedish pedagogue and researcher Per Adam Siljeström published an essay on the education of the eye, in which he argued for the importance of exercising one's eyes. He concluded that If anyone wants to learn to view the beauty in art he must diligently look at beautiful pictures and accustom and sharpen the eye to the right perception of beauty. Collections of paintings, statues etcetera, and in addition nature itself, are schools that one cannot neglect to visit […] . To read gives only half the knowledge. Primarily it is about seeing what you read about. 39 Although this text was published some ten years before, it is clear that the Lithographic Album combines a traditional and more modern view on what visual art might bring and how it should be perceived. It ties into the more traditional views on art as conveyer of edifying contents. Moreover, it displays some awareness of the medium of the artwork. This holds true for the oil paintings and sculptures, but not for the photographs and the reproductive techniques of lithography. From a media-historical perspective, it is evident that the Lithographic Album seeks to provide immediacy, which has tinged many later media, like film, television, and virtual reality, particularly in their introductory phase. What is furthermore interesting from a media-historical perspective is that a photographic paradigm colours this album in its ambition to convey stories and experiences visually, and this is done irrespective of medium used. This album thus displays mediations of different media before the advent of media specificity, which prevailed in the twentieth century.
